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KEY=IN - PERKINS ZOE
BUSINESS ETHICS, SEVENTH EDITION
A STAKEHOLDER AND ISSUES MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Berrett-Koehler Publishers The seventh edition of this pragmatic guide to determining right and wrong in the workplace is updated with new case studies, exercises, and ancillary materials. Joseph Weiss's Business Ethics is a pragmatic, hands-on guide for determining
right and wrong in the business world. To be socially responsible and ethical, Weiss maintains, businesses must acknowledge the impact their decisions can have on the world beyond their walls. An advantage of the book is the integration of a stakeholder perspective
with an issues and crisis management approach so students can look at how a business's actions aﬀect not just share price and proﬁt but the well-being of employees, customers, suppliers, the local community, the larger society, other nations, and the environment.
Weiss includes twenty-three cases that immerse students directly in contemporary ethical dilemmas. Eight new cases in this edition include Facebook's (mis)use of customer data, the impact of COVID-19 on higher education, the opioid epidemic, the rise of Uber, the
rapid growth of AI, safety concerns over the Boeing 737, the Wells Fargo false saving accounts scandal, and plastics being dumped into the ocean. Several chapters feature a unique point/counterpoint exercise that challenges students to argue both sides of a heated
ethical issue. This edition has eleven new point/counterpoint exercises, addressing questions like, Should tech giants be broken apart? What is the line between free speech and dangerous disinformation? Has the Me Too movement gone too far? As with previous
editions, the seventh edition features a complete set of ancillary materials for instructors: teaching guides, test banks, and PowerPoint presentations.

UNIFORMITY OF TRANSPORT LAW THROUGH INTERNATIONAL REGIMES
Edward Elgar Publishing Uniformity of Transport Law through International Regimes addresses the problem of uniformity of transport law and the potential solutions at international and EU levels. It concerns transport conventions and other instruments dealing mainly
with carriage of goods by sea and multimodal transport as well as examining the Rotterdam Rules as one of the solutions towards uniformity in carriage of goods law. The discussion on international uniformity in transport law is complemented by an examination of
regional harmonization in the context of EU law-making and jurisprudence in the ﬁeld of international transport. The comparison between international and regional regimes reveals the complexities in application and interpretation of the certain transport conventions
which is detrimental to achieving uniformity.

MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES AND THE LAW
Oxford University Press Multinational Enterprises and the Law is the only comprehensive, contemporary, and interdisciplinary account of the techniques used to regulate multinational enterprises (MNEs) at the national, regional, and multilateral levels. In addition, it
considers the eﬀects of corporate self-regulation, and the impact of civil society and community groups upon the development of the legal order in this area. The book has been thoroughly revised and updated for this third edition, making it a deﬁnitive reference work
for students, researchers, and practitioners of international economic law, business, corporate and commercial law, development studies, and international politics. Split into four parts, the book ﬁrst deals with the conceptual basis for MNE regulation. It explains the
growth of MNEs, their business and legal forms, and the relationship between them and the eﬀects of a globalized economy and society, now increasingly challenged by recently revived nationalist economic policies, upon the evolution of regulatory agendas in the
ﬁeld. In addition, the limits of national and regional jurisdiction over MNE activities are considered, a question that arises throughout the specialized areas of regulation covered in the remainder of the book. Part II covers the main areas of economic regulation,
including controls over, and the liberalization of, entry and establishment, tax, company and competition law and the impact of intellectual property rights on technology diﬀusion and transfer. A specialized chapter on the regulation of multinational banks in the wake
of the global ﬁnancial crisis is new to this edition. Part III introduces the social dimension of MNE regulation covering labour rights, human rights, and environmental issues. Finally, Part IV deals with the contribution of international investment law to MNE regulation
and to the control of investment risks, covering the main provisions found in international investment agreements, their interpretation by international tribunals, the process of investor-state arbitration, and how concerns over these developments are leading to
reform proposals.

WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2021
DATA FOR BETTER LIVES
World Bank Publications Today’s unprecedented growth of data and their ubiquity in our lives are signs that the data revolution is transforming the world. And yet much of the value of data remains untapped. Data collected for one purpose have the potential to generate
economic and social value in applications far beyond those originally anticipated. But many barriers stand in the way, ranging from misaligned incentives and incompatible data systems to a fundamental lack of trust. World Development Report 2021: Data for Better
Lives explores the tremendous potential of the changing data landscape to improve the lives of poor people, while also acknowledging its potential to open back doors that can harm individuals, businesses, and societies. To address this tension between the helpful and
harmful potential of data, this Report calls for a new social contract that enables the use and reuse of data to create economic and social value, ensures equitable access to that value, and fosters trust that data will not be misused in harmful ways. This Report begins
by assessing how better use and reuse of data can enhance the design of public policies, programs, and service delivery, as well as improve market eﬃciency and job creation through private sector growth. Because better data governance is key to realizing this value,
the Report then looks at how infrastructure policy, data regulation, economic policies, and institutional capabilities enable the sharing of data for their economic and social beneﬁts, while safeguarding against harmful outcomes. The Report concludes by pulling
together the pieces and oﬀering an aspirational vision of an integrated national data system that would deliver on the promise of producing high-quality data and making them accessible in a way that promotes their safe use and reuse. By examining these
opportunities and challenges, the Report shows how data can beneﬁt the lives of all people, particularly poor people in low- and middle-income countries. .

FIGHTING CROSS-BORDER CARTELS
THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE YOUNG AND SMALL COMPETITION AUTHORITIES
Bloomsbury Publishing This book is the ﬁrst detailed treatment of the approaches taken to enforce competition laws against cross-border cartels (CBCs) from the perspective of young and small competition authorities (more than 70% of the total number of authorities
worldwide). No other legal or inter-disciplinary scholarship exists in the market that deals with the issue of a taxonomy of CBCs combined with young/small competition authorities' problems. The book looks at the extent of the harms caused by CBCs and issues
associated with tackling them at a transnational level. It explains why past solutions to problems with cooperation have failed and proposes novel ideas on how to improve cooperation and coordination in certain types of CBC investigations (transnational and regional
CBCs). The proposals are based on primary-source information and observations made by the author as part of his work in the UN, and interviews with leading enforcers from young, small, old and large jurisdictions. Young/small competition authorities, competition
lawyers and economists, scholars and students within the ﬁelds of competition law and international law, and those interested in international cooperation and coordination in the area of cartel enforcement in emerging markets will greatly beneﬁt from this book. It is
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clearly structured and extensively referenced, providing a valuable guide to the topic.

THE LEASING OF GUANTANAMO BAY
ABC-CLIO Post-2002 events at the U.S. naval facility at Guantanamo Bay have generated a spate of books on its use as a detention center in the U.S. ﬁght against terrorism. Yet the crucial enabling factor-the lease that gave the U.S. control over the territory in Cuba-has
till now escaped any but cursory consideration. The Leasing of Guantanamo Bay explains just how Guantanamo Bay came to be a leased territory where the U.S. has no sovereignty and Cuba has no jurisdiction. This is the ﬁrst deﬁnitive account of the details and
workings of the unusual and problematic state-to-state leasing arrangement that is the essential but murky foundation for all the ongoing controversies about Guantanamo Bay's role in U.S. anti-terrorism eﬀorts, charges of U.S. human rights violations, and U.S.-Cuban
relations. The Leasing of Guantanamo Bay provides an overview of territorial leasing between states and shows how it challenges, compromises, and complicates established notions of sovereignty and jurisdiction. Strauss unfolds the history of the Guantanamo Bay,
recounting how the U.S. has deviated widely from the original terms of the lease yet never been legally challenged by Cuba, owing to the strong state-weak state dynamics. The lease is a hodge-podge of three U.S.-Cuba agreements full of discrepancies and
uncorrected errors. Cuba's failure to cash the annual rent checks of the U.S. has legal implications not only for the future of Guantanamo Bay but of the Westphalian system of states. Compiled for the ﬁrst time in one place are the verbatim texts of all the key
documents relevant to the Guantanamo Bay lease-including treaties and other agreements, a previously unpublished U.N. legal assessment, and once-classiﬁed government correspondence.

LAW IN COMMERCE
ANNUAL REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS IN BUSINESS AND CORPORATE LITIGATION,2007 EDITION-2 VOLUME SET
American Bar Association For the 2007 Edition, leading authorities in over 24 specialized areas review and comment on key issues nationwide, with detailed outlines and summaries of cases, legislation, trends, and developments. Use the Annual Review for updates in your
specialty area, when you are asked to consider issues that cross over multiple areas of specialty, or to give an initial reaction to a new situation.

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES AND CULTURAL CHALLENGES
Routledge As the economies of many countries become more interrelated, international managers are facing huge challenges and unique opportunities associated with their roles. Now in its ﬁfth edition, Sweeney and McFarlin's International Management embodies a
balanced and integrated approach to the subject, emphasizing the strategic opportunities available to ﬁrms on a global playing ﬁeld, as well as exploring the challenges of managing an international workforce. Integrating theory and practice across all chapter topics,
this book helps students to learn, grasp, and apply the underlying principles of successful international management: Understanding the broad context of international business, including the critical trends impacting international management, the legal and political
forces driving international business, and the ethical and cultural dilemmas that can arise Mastering the essential elements of eﬀective interaction in the international arena, from cross-cultural understanding and communication to cross-border negotiation
Recognizing and taking advantage of strategic opportunities, such as entering and operating in foreign markets Building and leading eﬀective international teams, including personal and behavioral motivation, as well as taking an international perspective on the
hiring, training, and development of employees These principles are emphasized in the text with current examples and practical applications, establishing a foundation for students to apply their understanding in the current global business environment. With a
companion website featuring an instructor’s manual, powerpoint slides, and a testbank, International Management, 5e is a superb resource for instructors and students of international management.

INNOVATIONS IN FEDERAL STATISTICS
COMBINING DATA SOURCES WHILE PROTECTING PRIVACY
National Academies Press Federal government statistics provide critical information to the country and serve a key role in a democracy. For decades, sample surveys with instruments carefully designed for particular data needs have been one of the primary methods for
collecting data for federal statistics. However, the costs of conducting such surveys have been increasing while response rates have been declining, and many surveys are not able to fulﬁll growing demands for more timely information and for more detailed information
at state and local levels. Innovations in Federal Statistics examines the opportunities and risks of using government administrative and private sector data sources to foster a paradigm shift in federal statistical programs that would combine diverse data sources in a
secure manner to enhance federal statistics. This ﬁrst publication of a two-part series discusses the challenges faced by the federal statistical system and the foundational elements needed for a new paradigm.

THE BUSINESS OF TRANSPORTATION [2 VOLUMES]
ABC-CLIO This is a must-have resource for anyone interested in the latest information about the complex ﬁeld of transportation—and how it is transforming today's business environment. • Provides original and up-to-date essays on the interface of business and
transportation • Makes clear distinctions between the various modes of transportation and their diﬀering business environments • Conveys a deep understanding of the real-world players and decision makers involved in providing transportation services • Explores
such important topics as how the transportation infrastructure is ﬁnanced, developed, and managed; the role of special interest groups and government regulators in decision making; and the nature and impact of the cutting-edge technologies deployed in
transportation today

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE ... CONGRESS
The Congressional Record is the oﬃcial record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The
Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

GROUP PRIVACY
NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES
Springer The goal of the book is to present the latest research on the new challenges of data technologies. It will oﬀer an overview of the social, ethical and legal problems posed by group proﬁling, big data and predictive analysis and of the diﬀerent approaches and
methods that can be used to address them. In doing so, it will help the reader to gain a better grasp of the ethical and legal conundrums posed by group proﬁling. The volume ﬁrst maps the current and emerging uses of new data technologies and clariﬁes the promises
and dangers of group proﬁling in real life situations. It then balances this with an analysis of how far the current legal paradigm grants group rights to privacy and data protection, and discusses possible routes to addressing these problems. Finally, an afterword
gathers the conclusions reached by the diﬀerent authors and discuss future perspectives on regulating new data technologies.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND WHISTLEBLOWING
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CORPORATE CULTURE AND EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR
Routledge Whistleblowing is often about disclosing wrongdoings by members of organisations to persons or organisations that may be able to eﬀect action. Media would at times publish stories of whistleblowers who engage in ‘heroic’ acts of exposing wrongdoings at
work, but the whistlebowers often face signiﬁcant negative consequences of their whistleblowing eﬀorts. This book examines eﬀects of national and organisational cultures on the whistleblowing decisions of employees. The book provides empirical evidence of
association between organisational culture and whistleblowing and there appears to be a lower likelihood of whistleblowing in organisations that focus more on the cultural dimensions of respect for people, innovation and stability. It also illustrates how remaining
silent or blowing the whistle in response to observed wrongdoings aﬀects employees’ key work-related attitudes. This book would interest those wish to gain better understanding of the relationship between culture and whistleblowing in organisations.

AVIATION SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT OF THE INTEGRATED AVIATION VALUE CHAIN
Springer Nature

NEW ENGLAND LAW REVIEW: VOLUME 49, NUMBER 4 - SUMMER 2015
Quid Pro Books The New England Law Review oﬀers its issues in convenient digital formats for e-reader devices, apps, pads, and phones. This 4th issue of Volume 49 (Sum. 2015) features an extensive and important Symposium entitled "What Stays in Vegas," presented
by leading scholars on the subject of privacy and big data. Contents include: "Legal Questions Raised by the Widespread Aggregation of Personal Data," by Adam Tanner "What Stays in Vegas: The Road to 'Zero Privacy,'" by David Abrams "Privacy and Predictive
Analytics in E-Commerce," by Shaun B. Spencer "Privacy and Innovation: Information as Property and the Impact on Data Subjects," by Rita S. Heimes In addition, Issue 4 includes these extensive student contributions: Note, "Reforming Civil Asset Forfeiture: Ensuring
Fairness and Due Process for Property Owners in Massachusetts," by Charles Basler Note, "'Mature Person Preferred': The Circuit Split on the 'Ordinary Reader' Standard for Advertisements in Violation of the Fair Housing Act," by Heather G. Reid Comment,
"Ultramercial III: The Federal Circuit's Long Lesson," by Tiﬀany Marie Knapp Quality digital formatting includes linked notes, active table of contents, active URLs in notes, and proper Bluebook citations.

LEADERSHIP 2050
CRITICAL CHALLENGES, KEY CONTEXTS, AND EMERGING TRENDS
Emerald Group Publishing What kind of leaders will the world need over the next thirty-ﬁve years? How will our knowledge of leadership, leadership development, and leadership education change? Leadership 2050 examines the issues, drivers, and contexts that will most
likely inﬂuence leaders in the coming decades.

ACCOUNTING THOUGHT AND PRACTICE REFORM
RAY CHAMBERS’ ODYSSEY
Routledge Raymond John Chambers was born just over a century ago on 16 November 1917. It is more than ﬁfty years since his ﬁrst classic, Accounting, Evaluation and Economic Behavior, was published, more than forty since Securities and Obscurities: Reform of the
Law of Company Accounts (republished in 1980 as Accounting in Disarray) and over twenty since the unique An Accounting Thesaurus: Five Hundred Years of Accounting. They are drawn upon extensively in this biography of Chambers’ intellectual contributions, as are
other of his published works. Importantly, we also analyze archival correspondence not previously examined. While Chambers provided several bibliographical summaries of his work, without the beneﬁts of reviewing and interspersing the text with correspondence
materials from the Chambers Archive this study would lack an appreciation of the impact of his early childhood, and nuances related to his practical (including numerous consultancies) and academic experiences. The ‘semi-biographical narrative’ codiﬁes article and
editorial length exercises by the authors drawing on parts of the archive related to theory development, measurement and communication. Other parts are also examined. This allows us to respond to those critics who claim his reforms were naive. They further reveal a
man of theory and practice, whose theoretical ideas were solidly grounded on observations from his myriad interests and experiences. Many of his practical experiences have not been examined previously. This approach and the ﬁrst book-length biography
diﬀerentiates this work from earlier analyses of Chambers’ contribution to the accounting literature. We provide evidence to support the continued push for the reforms he proposed to accepted accounting thought and practice to ensure accounting is the serviceable
technology so admired by Pacioli, Da Vinci and many other Renaissance pioneers. It will be of interest to researchers, educators, practitioners and regulators alike.

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE OF CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY
Taylor & Francis This book indicates the shortcomings of the current international legal system and customary international norms that govern international aviation law to comply with contemporary air transport market realities. As the air transport market develops
globally, the safety regime of civil aviation should also be governed and applied globally. In this book, the author departs from current international legal norms to examine the emerging legal ﬁeld of global administrative law. Through that lens, the possibility of
reconstructing the set of legal mechanisms that govern domestic and international administrative interaction in the global ﬁeld of aviation safety is explored. This book demonstrates that a legal system is never complete but always develops in tandem with changing
needs, i.e. the participation of the aﬀected parties. Exploring the principles of GAL theory contributes to addressing the contemporary legal issues relating to state compliance with international aviation safety standards that would otherwise not be covered by
customary international law. In particular, the principles of GAL theory regarding global governance and the ‘public’ character of global regulations, the role of individuals and states in global governance, and state sovereignty are considered valuable contributions to
contemporary global aviation safety issues in practice. It is asserted in this book that proper checks and balances in global aviation safety can be improved by making these accessible to individuals by way of national courts. Finally, establishing public awareness of
global aviation safety standards will eventually create greater pressure on states to implement and enforce them. This book is in an area increasing academic and research interest of practitioners of public international aviation law, global administrative law, global
governance, and global aviation safety, global air transport market regulations.

UNDUE INFLUENCE
REPRESENTING VULNERABLE ADULTS
"This book is primarily geared toward estate planners and probate litigators, it may provide a greater understanding of issues relating to capacity, the attorney's role, and the process known as "undue inﬂuence." This book does not constitute legal advice"--

CONSTRUCTION LAW UPDATE 2019 (IL)
Wolters Kluwer For the past twenty-six years, legal and business professionals in the construction law industry have eagerly anticipated the annual release of this best-selling guide. The Construction Law Update chronicles and communicates changes in the construction
law industry. Comprised of twelve informative chapters -- each written by an expert or experts in the ﬁeld -- the 2019 Edition oﬀers these contributing authors' timely, practical analysis on many current issues in the construction law industry. Construction Law Update
brings you up-to-date with new developments impacting six major geographical regions of the United States: Southeast, Northeast, Southwest, West, Northwest, and Midwest. You'll discover what's happening in vital areas like: Developments in federal contracting
Licensing laws Current standards under OSHA Surety bonds, indemnity claims and defenses The impact of cybersecurity and cyber threats on construction International arbitration in international construction projects And more! Note: Online subscriptions are for
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three-month periods. Previous Edition: Construction Law Update 2018, ISBN: 9781454899440¿

LAW IN COMMERCE
Examines the legal principles and rules which are fundamental to an understanding of commercial law. First, the book looks at the basic obligations of a business. Second, the book examines the internal organisation of businesses. The book aims to provide a text
appropriate for all students of business.

PRIVACY PROTECTION MEASURES AND TECHNOLOGIES IN BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS: ASPECTS AND STANDARDS
ASPECTS AND STANDARDS
IGI Global "This book is a collection of research on privacy protection technologies and their application in business organizations"--Provided by publisher.

FRONTIERS IN DATA SCIENCE
CRC Press Frontiers in Data Science deals with philosophical and practical results in Data Science. A broad deﬁnition of Data Science describes the process of analyzing data to transform data into insights. This also involves asking philosophical, legal and social
questions in the context of data generation and analysis. In fact, Big Data also belongs to this universe as it comprises data gathering, data fusion and analysis when it comes to manage big data sets. A major goal of this book is to understand data science as a new
scientiﬁc discipline rather than the practical aspects of data analysis alone.

THE STATE OF OPEN DATA
HISTORIES AND HORIZONS
African Minds It’s been ten years since open data ﬁrst broke onto the global stage. Over the past decade, thousands of programmes and projects around the world have worked to open data and use it to address a myriad of social and economic challenges. Meanwhile,
issues related to data rights and privacy have moved to the centre of public and political discourse. As the open data movement enters a new phase in its evolution, shifting to target real-world problems and embed open data thinking into other existing or emerging
communities of practice, big questions still remain. How will open data initiatives respond to new concerns about privacy, inclusion, and artiﬁcial intelligence? And what can we learn from the last decade in order to deliver impact where it is most needed? The State of
Open Data brings together over 60 authors from around the world to address these questions and to take stock of the real progress made to date across sectors and around the world, uncovering the issues that will shape the future of open data in the years to come.

AVIATION LAW: CASES, LAWS AND RELATED SOURCES
SECOND EDITION
Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers Written in the context of the post-9/11 legal climate, this text introduces all the major areas of aviation, covering such topics as the international air law regime, crimes involving aircraft, international air carriage, litigation management, and
governmental immunity from liability.

THE BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
REDEFINING CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Emerald Group Publishing Through a series of studies of aspects of CSR from around the world, this book re-examines the topic though the lenses of various disciplines and cultures. It shows that the subject is much wider than is generally perceived and that CSR is
evolving in a way which has not been generally recognized within the academic community.

SHIPPING CONFERENCES UNDER EC ANTITRUST LAW
CRITICISM OF A LEGAL PARADOX
Bloomsbury Publishing Liner conferences are among the oldest surviving cartels in the world. Created in the 1870s they have existed since on all the world's shipping routes. With the approval or tacit acquiescence of governments everywhere, they ﬁx freight rates,
control capacity and share markets. The United Nations Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1974) granted them global recognition and prompted the European Community to recommend Member States to join the Convention on the Liner Code (1979) and to grant
them the most generous and extraordinary block exemption from EC antitrust rules ever (1986). The European Commission's administration of the block exemption has clariﬁed some of its aspects and, to a certain extent, limited its scope; but until very recently, it has
not questioned the appropriateness of the exceptionally lenient treatment of liner shipping cartels in the European Union. After a report by the OECD Secretariat (2002) recommending abolition of antitrust immunity for shipping cartels in member countries, the
European Commission launched a review of the block exemption (2003) which has led to its repeal (2006). This book studies ﬁrst the origins, the early history and the regulation of liner conferences in the world and in the European Community, focusing in particular on
the Regulation which granted a block exemption to liner conferences. Then, it examines one by one the four conditions for a block exemption to be granted under EC law, and concludes that none of them is fulﬁlled by shipping cartels. Finally, it proposes some
alternative scenarios and solutions for the adequate enforcement of antitrust law in the maritime sector once the block exemption has been repealed.

GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY AND LEGAL THEORY
TRANSNATIONAL CONSTITUTIONALISM, GOOGLE AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
Routledge The rise and spread of the Internet has accelerated the global ﬂows of money, technology and information that are increasingly perceived as a challenge to the traditional regulatory powers of nation states and the eﬀectiveness of their constitutions. The
acceleration of these ﬂows poses new legal and political problems to their regulation and control, as shown by recent conﬂicts between Google and the European Union (EU). This book investigates the transnational constitutional dimension of recent conﬂicts between
Google and the EU in the areas of competition, taxation and human rights. More than a simple case study, it explores how the new conﬂicts originating from the worldwide expansion of the Internet economy are being dealt with by the institutional mechanisms
available at the European level. The analysis of these conﬂicts exposes the tensions and contradictions between, on the one hand, legal and political systems that are limited by territory, and, on the other hand, the inherently global functioning of the Internet. The EU’s
promising initiatives to extend the protection of privacy in cyberspace set the stage for a broader dialogue on constitutional problems related to the enforcement of fundamental rights and the legitimate exercise of power that are common to diﬀerent legal orders of
world society. Nevertheless, the diﬀerent ways of dealing with the competition and ﬁscal aspects of the conﬂicts with Google also indicate the same limits that are generally attributed to the very project of European integration, showing that the constitutionalization of
the economy tends to outpace the constitutionalization of politics. Providing a detailed account of the unfolding of these conﬂicts, and their wider consequences to the future of the Internet, this book will appeal to scholars working in EU law, international law and
constitutional law, as well as those in the ﬁelds of political science and sociology.
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BUSINESS ETHICS
A STAKEHOLDER AND ISSUES MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Berrett-Koehler Publishers This book integrates a stakeholder perspective with an issues-oriented approach so students look at how a business's actions aﬀect not just share price and proﬁt but the well-being of employees, customers, suppliers, the local community, the
larger society, other nations, and the environment. Fourteen of the twenty-three cases are brand new to this edition, touching on issues such as cyberbullying, fracking, neuromarketing, and for-proﬁt education and involve institutions like Goldman Sachs, Google,
Kaiser Permanente, Walmart, Ford, and Facebook. The text has been updated with the latest research, including new national ethics survey data, perspectives on generational diﬀerences, and global and international issues. Each chapter includes recent business press
stories touching on ethical issues. Several chapters now feature a Point/Counterpoint exercise that challenges students to argue both sides of a contemporary issue, such as too-big-to-fail institutions, the Boston bomber Rolling Stone cover, student loan debt, online
ﬁle sharing, and questions raised by social media. --

HANDBOOK OF BLOCKCHAIN LAW
A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND RESOLVING THE LEGAL CHALLENGES OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Kluwer Law International B.V. Blockchain has become attractive to companies and governments because it promises to solve the age-old problem of mutability in transactions - that is, it makes falsiﬁcation and recalculation impossible once a transaction has been
committed to the technology. However, the perceived complexity of implementing Blockchain calls for an in-depth overview of its key features and functionalities, speciﬁcally in a legal context. The systematic and comprehensive approach set forth in this indispensable
book, including coverage of existing relevant law in various jurisdictions and practical guidance on how to tackle legal issues raised by the use of Blockchain, ensures a one-stop-shop reference book for anyone considering Blockchain-based solutions or rendering
advice with respect to them. Within a clear structure by ﬁelds of law allowing for a systematic approach, each contributor - all of them are practitioners experienced with Blockchain projects within their respective areas of expertise - elucidates the implications of
Blockchain technology and related legal issues under such headings as the following: technical explanation of Blockchain technology; contract law; regulatory issues and existing regulation in a variety of jurisdictions; data protection and privacy; capital markets;
information security; patents and other intellectual property considerations; and antitrust law. Keeping the legal questions and concepts suﬃciently generic so that lawyers can beneﬁt from the handbook irrespective of their jurisdiction and legal background, the
authors cover such speciﬁc characteristics of Blockchain implementation as so-called smart contracts, tokenization, distributed ledger technology, digital securities, recognition of code as law, data privacy challenges and Blockchain joint ventures. Because Blockchain
is a relatively new technology still in process and raises a multitude of legal questions, this well-balanced introduction - at a depth that allows non-IT experts to understand the groundwork for legal assessments - provides a solid basis for organizations and their legal
advisors in identifying and resolving Blockchain-related issues. Legal practitioners, in-house lawyers, IT professionals and advisors, consultancy ﬁrms, Blockchain associations and legal scholars will welcome this highly informative and practical book.

DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY IN HEALTHCARE
RESEARCH AND INNOVATIONS
CRC Press The Healthcare industry is one of the largest and rapidly developing industries. Over the last few years, healthcare management is changing from disease centered to patient centered. While on one side the analysis of healthcare data plays an important role
in healthcare management, but on the other side the privacy of a patient’s record must be of equal concern. This book uses a research-oriented approach and focuses on privacy-based healthcare tools and technologies. It oﬀers details on privacy laws with real-life case
studies and examples, and addresses privacy issues in newer technologies such as Cloud, Big Data, and IoT. It discusses the e-health system and preserving its privacy, and the use of wearable technologies for patient monitoring, data streaming and sharing, and use
of data analysis to provide various health services. This book is written for research scholars, academicians working in healthcare and data privacy domains, as well as researchers involved with healthcare law, and those working at facilities in security and privacy
domains. Students and industry professionals, as well as medical practitioners might also ﬁnd this book of interest.

DIVING INTO THE BITSTREAM
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MEETS SOCIETY IN A DIGITAL WORLD
Routledge Nationwide, and indeed worldwide, there has been a growing awareness of the importance of access to information. Accordingly, information technology (IT), broadly deﬁned and its role beyond the internal workings of businesses has leapt into the social
consciousness. Diving into the Bitstream distinguishes itself by weaving together the concepts and conditions of IT. What distinguishes these trends is their focus on the impacts of IT on societies, and the responsibilities of IT's creators and users. The author pulls
together important, often complex issues in the relationships among information, information technologies, and societal constructs. The text explores a synopsis of these issues that are foundations for further consideration.

LAW IN COMMERCE, 7TH EDITION.
THE MOVIE BUSINESS BOOK
CRC Press Tapping experts in an industry experiencing major disruptions, The Movie Business Book is the authoritative, comprehensive sourcebook, covering online micro-budget movies to theatrical tentpoles. This book pulls back the veil of secrecy on producing,
marketing, and distributing ﬁlms, including business models, dealmaking, release windows, revenue streams, studio accounting, DIY online self-distribution and more. First-hand insider accounts serve as primary references involving negotiations, management
decisions, workﬂow, intuition and instinct. The Movie Business Book is an essential guide for those launching or advancing careers in the global media marketplace.

PRIVACY
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW®
Oxford University Press We live more and more of our lives online; we rely on the internet as we work, correspond with friends and loved ones, and go through a multitude of mundane activities like paying bills, streaming videos, reading the news, and listening to music.
Without thinking twice, we operate with the understanding that the data that traces these activities will not be abused now or in the future. There is an abstract idea of privacy that we invoke, and, concrete rules about our privacy that we can point to if we are
pressed. Nonetheless, too often we are uneasily reminded that our privacy is not invulnerable-the data tracks we leave through our health information, the internet and social media, ﬁnancial and credit information, personal relationships, and public lives make us
continuously prey to identity theft, hacking, and even government surveillance. A great deal is at stake for individuals, groups, and societies if privacy is misunderstood, misdirected, or misused. Popular understanding of privacy doesn't match the heat the concept
generates. With a host of cultural diﬀerences as to how privacy is understood globally and in diﬀerent religions, and with ceaseless technological advancements, it is an increasingly complex topic. In this clear and accessible book, Leslie and John G. Francis guide us to
an understanding of what privacy can mean and why it is so important. Drawing upon their extensive joint expertise in law, philosophy, political science, regulatory policy, and bioethics, they parse the consequences of the forfeiture, however great or small, of one's
privacy.

WHAT WHITE PARENTS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION
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AN ADOPTEE'S PERSPECTIVE ON ITS HISTORY, NUANCES, AND PRACTICES
North Atlantic Books The White Fragility for transracial adoption--practical tools for nurturing identity, unlearning white saviorism, and ﬁxing the mistakes you don't even know you're making. If you're the white parent of a transracially or internationally adopted child,
you may have been told that if you try your best and work your hardest, good intentions and a whole lot of love will be enough to give your child the security, attachment, and nurturing family life they need to thrive. The only problem? It's not true. What White Parents
Need to Know About Transracial Adoption breaks down the dynamics that frequently ﬂy under the radar of the whitewashed, happily-ever-after adoption stories we hear so often. Written by Melissa Guida-Richards--a transracial, transnational, and late-discovery
adoptee--this book unpacks the mistakes you don't even know you're making and gives you the real-life tools to be the best parent you can be, to the child you love more than anything. From original research, personal stories, and interviews with parents and
adoptees, you'll learn: • What parents wish they'd known before they adopted--and what kids wish their adoptive parents had done diﬀerently • What white privilege, white saviorism, and toxic positivity are...and how they show up, even when you don't mean it • How
your child might feel and experience the world diﬀerently than you • All about microaggressions, labeling, and implicit bias • How to help your child connect with their cultural heritage through language, food, music, and clothing • The 5 stages of grief for adoptive
parents • How to start tough conversations, work with defensiveness, and process guilt

LETHAL BUT LEGAL
CORPORATIONS, CONSUMPTION, AND PROTECTING PUBLIC HEALTH
Oxford University Press Decisions made by the food, tobacco, alcohol, pharmaceutical, gun, and automobile industries have a greater impact on today's health than the decisions of scientists and policymakers. As the collective inﬂuence of corporations has grown,
governments around the world have stepped back from their responsibility to protect public health by privatizing key services, weakening regulations, and cutting funding for consumer and environmental protection. Today's corporations are increasingly free to make
decisions that beneﬁt their bottom line at the expense of public health. Lethal but Legal examines how corporations have impacted -- and plagued -- public health over the last century, ﬁrst in industrialized countries and now in developing regions. It is both a current
history of corporations' antagonism towards health and an analysis of the emerging movements that are challenging these industries' dangerous practices. The reforms outlined here aim to strike a healthier balance between large companies' right to make a proﬁt and
governments' responsibility to protect their populations. While other books have addressed parts of this story, Lethal but Legal is the ﬁrst to connect the dots between unhealthy products, business-dominated politics, and the growing burdens of disease and health
care costs. By identifying the common causes of all these problems, then situating them in the context of other health challenges that societies have overcome in the past, this book provides readers with the insights they need to take practical and eﬀective action to
restore consumers' right to health.

A CONTEMPORARY LOOK AT BUSINESS ETHICS
IAP A Contemporary Look at Business Ethics provides a ‘present day’ look at business ethics to include the challenges, opportunities and increased need for ethical leadership in today’s and tomorrow’s organizations. The book discusses current and future business
ethics challenges, issues and opportunities which provides the context leaders and their organizations must navigate. The book includes an in?depth look at lessons learned about the causes of unethical behavior by examining a number of real?world examples of
ethical scandals from around the world that have taken place over the past few decades. The analysis of the various ethical scandals focuses on concepts like ethical versus unethical leadership, received wisdom, the bottom?line mentality, groupthink and moral
muteness, all of which contribute to the kind of organizational culture and ethical behavior one ﬁnds in an organization. The book discusses ethical decision making in general and the increased role of religion and spirituality, in confronting unethical behavior in
contemporary organizations. The book also takes an in?depth look at the impact ethical scandals have on employees and more speciﬁcally the psychological contract and person?organization ethical ﬁt with the goal of identifying, along with other things, what leaders
can do to restore relationships with employees and rebuild the organization’s reputation in the eyes of various stakeholders.
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